SUBJECT: SUSPENSE IMMEDIATE GROUNDING

SAFETY OF FLIGHT EMERGENCY MESSAGE; ONE TIME INSPECTION
FOR CERTAIN 224 SERIES MAIN ROTOR BLADES (NSN 1615-00-672-5799).

1. ALL UH-1 (EXCEPT H, G, AND M MODELS) SERIES AIRCRAFT (UH-1F-27);
   a. TARCOT MSG UH-1F-27-05, 032402Z MAR 83, SAS,
   b. THE SIX (6) ADDITIONAL MAIN ROTOR BLADES IDENTIFIED IN REFERENCE
      A.

UNTIL COMPLIANCE WITH THE INSPECTION OF BLADES LISTED IN REFERENCE A
1. ALL MAINTENANCE/INSPECTIONS AND REPORTING REMAINS IDENTICAL.
WHAT IS LISTED IN REFERENCE A ABOVE EXCEPT THAT ALL UH-1H SERIES AIRCRAFT ARE AGAIN GROUNDED FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE SIX (6) ADDITIONAL MAIN ROTOR BLADE SEARCH. HOWEVER, IF BLADES HAVE BEEN INSPECTED
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AND ARE NOT ANY OF THE SIX (6) ADDED BLADES LISTED IN REFERENCE A7 AIRCRAFT CAN BE RETURNED TO FLIGHT STATUS AFTER COMPLETION OF REFERENCE A INSTRUCTIONS.

3. TSARCOM TECHNICAL POINT OF CONTACT IS MR. DICK MOOY, DRSTS-MEA, AUTOVON 693-3300, COMMERCIAL (314) 263-3300,
BT #0111.